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Exercise 1:
(4 Points)
Show that there are instances of the stable matching problem in which the Gale-Shapley
Algorithm (men-proposing algorithm) runs for Ω(n2 ) iterations before terminating (with a
stable matching). For this purpose, state an instance of the problem with suitable chosen
preference orders and lower bound the number of iterations of the algorithm.
Hint: Consider an instance with |U | = |V | = n. Try to enforce exactly one rejection per
iteration.
Exercise 2:
(3 Points)
Prove that the men-proposal algorithm is not DSIC for the right-hand side (the women). For
this purpose, give an instance of the stable matching problem in which, by lying about her
preferences during the execution of the men-proposing algorithm, a woman can end up with
a man that she prefers over the man she would have ended up with had she told the truth.
Exercise 3:
(2 Points)
Show that there is not necessarily a solution to the stable roommates problem: In this
problem, there is a set of 2n people, each with a total preference order over all the remaining
people. A matching of the people (each matched pair will become roommates) is stable if
there is no pair of people that are not matched that prefer to be roommates with each other
over their assigned roommate in the matching.
Exercise 4:
(3+4 Points)
The participation criterion requires that the addition of a voter who strictly prefers candidate
A to B should not change the winner from candidate A to candidate B.
(a) Prove that plurality voting satisfies the participation criterion.
(b) Show that instant runoff voting does not satisfy the participation criterion.
Hint: It’s possible to solve subtask (b) in two steps: First, state a counterexample in
which you add a couple of voters in order to show that the property is violated. Then,
you can think of sequentially adding those voters to the original instance and detecting
the point in which the winner changes from candidate A to B.
Exercise 5:
(4 Points)
Consider the ranking rule which we obtain from plurality voting by ordering the candidates
by decreasing number of votes. Prove that this ranking rule is not independent of irrelevant
alternatives (IIA).
Note: Do not use Arrow’s theorem (25.6) in order to solve this exercise.

